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Enduring/Water-wise

What can enduring gardens do for us?

sustain life, and enhance life-safety
minimize use of natural resources
support native eco-systems
offer beauty
provide “sense of place”
promote peace



Sustain Life, and Enhance Life-Safety

Brundtland Commission (convened by UN in 1983) referred to  
sustainable development as that which 

	
 ”meets the needs of the present without compromising the 
ability of future generations to meet their own needs.”

The best sustainable practices strike the perfect balance 
between enduring environmental, social, and economic 
benefits.

A case for enduring garden design:

 Maintains balance of natural life energies

 Creates/recreates habitats for native species (flora attracts fauna)

 Promotes peace, quiet and beauty



Minimize Use of Natural Resources
How? Reduce, reuse and recycle! (In that order!)
 Reduce use of power tools to minimum needed to maintain 

appearance, tree health and fire-safety
 Reuse materials on-site (for example, broken concrete, 

especially sidewalks make excellent walls for raised planters 
and low terrace walls)

 Recycle any materials that cannot be reused on site. For 
more information, contact: 
• www.ReUseNetwork.org or 

• www.FreeGreenExchange.com or 

• www.TheReUsePeople.org

Consider banning leaf blowers in your community!



Support Native Eco-systems
Mitigate run-off through use of soil berms and dry streams

What are some challenges and risks when planting?
 Provide adequate irrigation, space, and time for plants to establish
 Consider microclimates, but expect some plant losses

 Plant for fire-safety -- minimize fuel load, allow defensible space, 
avoid “fire ladder” effect

Avoid invasive plant species:
 California Invasive Plant Council -- www.cal-ipc.org

In the native-only (or mainly native) garden, many creatures 
greatly benefit. Certain indigenous beneficial insects only feed 
on certain native plants.



Beauty
Beauty truly is in the eye of the beholder. 

However, the same key concepts inform the enduring garden 
as any design:
 Unity -- repeating patterns, colors, textures
 Variety -- contrasting textures and/or colors, alternating 

patterns (random or ordered)
 Balance -- neither monotonous nor chaotic.

Complement the architecture of your home:
 Local materials, like stucco, are enhanced when surrounded 

by native plants or those from other “Mediterranean” 
climates arranged in a pleasing design.

 Native plants can provide a  wide variety of color in 
different seasons -- richly textured, too!



“Sense of Place”
Generally, this is thought to be created when a space is defined 
as a distinct place as the result of human-provided meaning 
through differentiation.* 

Personal identity and character -- your place (you define it!)

Scale -- plants and other structures can help define human scale 
-- floor, walls, ceiling

Integrity -- relating your place to the surrounding “borrowed” 
landscape

 * Ref. Sense of place: a response to an environment by George Seddon 

 Space and Place: The Perspective of Experience and Landscapes of Fear, 
by Yi-Fu Tuan



Peace
Landscaped spaces facilitate 

 encountering nature
 spirited recreation
 “de-stressing”
 quietly meditating
 lively entertaining

Let’s be mindful of sensory experiences not enjoyed by all:
 Landscape lighting -- most effective when so2 and minimal! 
 Undesirable odors (pets and/or smoke)

 Unpleasant noises like mowing and blowing. Repeating my plea:
	
 Consider banning leaf blowers in your community! 
	
 Or, at least, choose some “blower-free” days.

Enjoy peace, and share it!



Native and Compatible
Native plant communities

 Actual locale

 Similar area

Other climate-adapted plants, especially those from 
“Mediterranean” climate areas

Harmonize with surrounding landscape

Tolerate seasonal weather patterns

Thrive in existing soil conditions

Group by “hydrozone” to avoid over-watering less thirsty 
plants



Access

Getting out into the garden may be healthful
however our needs may vary. Consider, then:

Smoothly graded paved surfaces
Raised planters for reach and viewing
Sight, smell, hearing, taste, touch -- 	

	
 appeal to your senses
Ramps, railings and pathways
Encourage flow



Biodynamic Gardening 

A holistic goal worth working towards to attain these benefits:
Work with rather than against nature!

Build healthy soil (water is vehicle/nutrients in soil)
 Leave leaves!
 Compost trimmings
 Be lazy, don’t turn topsoil! Let worms aerate it for you!

Best fertilizer may be growing in your garden!

Let good bugs handle bad bugs

Minimize chemical dependency! Best practices pest control (IPM*):
 Mechanical (barriers, traps, hand-picking)
 Biological
 Lowest-impact chemical, especially plant-derived

* Integrated Pest Management (IPM)



Low-allergen Planting

A case for female trees
Minimize wind-borne pollen
Even asthmatics can garden healthfully!

Practice avoidance behavior!
Ogren Plant Allergy Scale (OPALS)*

* Allergy-Free Gardening, by Thomas Leo Ogren

 http://www.allergyfree-gardening.com/



Edibles Planting

Encounter nature at a visceral 
level
Appreciation of where food 
comes from and you can 
literally eat your rewards
Control over what you put into 
your body
Many are ornamental
Great activity for the whole 
family
Digging mantra: “It’s cheaper 
than joining a gym!”
Seriously local food -- lowest 
carbon footprint, especially if 
you wash and eat it in your 
garden!



Turf Battle -- Part I

Lawn alternatives:
Consider function and aesthetics
Many possibilities. Here are two examples…



Flagstone* patio set in decomposed granite with drought tolerant 
planting
Plant species primarily from areas with Mediterranean climates -- 
Australia, Southern Africa, Southern Europe

Previously planted with St. Augustine lawn surrounded by juniper
 	
 * Arizona sandstone flags are admittedly not the most sustainable paving surface, but lower carbon 

	
     footprint than rock hauled from another continent. Better choices would be recycled concrete and/or 

	
     new concrete pavers, or gravel.



Rear garden -- veggie garden and fruit trees (in progress)



Turf Battle -- Part II

Alternative lawns:
Most sustainable -- un-mown…
	
 Meadow, using tu2ed grasses -- more info at: 

wildsuburbia.blogspot.com for California native grasses
Drought tolerant and turf-like -- you may mow or not:
	
 Buffalo Grass (Buchloe dactyloides), e.g., UC VerdeTM

Somewhat less thirsty than typical Tall Fescue -- must be 
mowed: 
	
 Seashore Paspalum (Paspalum vaginatum), especially, 

Aloha® or Sea Dwarf® (Environmental Turf Inc.)

Note: Some of these lawns may be available through local retailers or on-line.
Others must be sourced through a landscape professional.



Meadow, using tu2ed grasses (those shown are not native) 

Featured above is a blend of tall fescues in a garden in Santa Monica, CA (photo taken

 during a tour in September 2009 -- not my design.)



UC VerdeTM Buffalo Grass (Buchloe dactyloides)

Featured above is a small casual play lawn in a garden in Santa Monica, CA. (Photo taken during a tour 

-- not my design.) 

Upper right corner is mown lawn, balance un-mown. Planted April 2009, photographed September 2009.



Seashore Paspalum Aloha® or Sea Dwarf®* 

Running type of grass, similar in 
appearance and function to Bermuda 
Grass. 
Requires weekly mowing during 
growing season.

Tolerant of salt, and even brackish 
conditions.
Requires little fertilizer.

Stands up to active play.

Photos shown at right are courtesy of
Environmental Turf Inc. (Designers not known.)

* Trade names registered to Environmental Turf Inc.



Enduring Beauty

Thank you. I hope you have found the information 
presented beneficial.
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